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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Dr Michael Pearson
I am pleased to present the Rotary Club of
Bendigo’s Annual Report for 2019-2020.
On a beautiful sunny day in June 2019
at the Bendigo Harness Racing Club I
set forward my priorities for the year,
including a focus on youth, health, music
and aboriginal and refugee affairs. I hope
that the members have enjoyed learning
about these over the past 12 months. The
committee leaders have prepared very
informative reports about the work and
accomplishments of the members’ very
busy year, and I will highlight some of
these.
Youth
Our incoming
Youth
Exchange
student, Pol
GasconNuñez had a
great time in
Australia and
left on 10 July
2019. He and
his father,
Marc, joined us on Zoom recently to tell
us about life in Barcelona. Later in July,
we were joined by Peppi Pihlajaniemi from
Rauma, Finland who impressed us all with
her energy, enthusiasm and love of dancing
and Australia.
Outgoing Exchange Students Sofie le
Rossignol and Alicia Hannaford spoke to
us about their hopes for their Exchange
year in France and Germany respectively
before leaving in January, only to have their
stays cut drastically short by the growing
Coronavirus pandemic sweeping through
Europe. They both made the most of the
short time they spent there and are back
in school in Bendigo. Shaina Brook talked
to us about her life and aspirations since
returning from her year in Brazil in 2016.
Other young people who spoke at the club
included Solomon Cameron – the youngest
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person to circumnavigate Australia by air
and Nicola Foxwell, whose goal is to be the
best ballroom dancer in the world, and at
the time she spoke to us held the title of
Junior Ballroom Champion in Australia. She
impressed us with her obvious drive and
determination to succeed in her chosen
sport.

Sam Kane was a member of Valerie Broad’s
beloved Bendigo Youth Choir and joined us
to speak as Bendigo Young Citizen of the
Year. Sam had helped save and develop the
Golden Square Swimming Pool.
It was a privilege to present a Community
Service award to Chloe Crock at Violet St
Primary School.
Health
Speakers included Alice Saver, a child
psychologist who works with one of our
members – Kaye Lehmann - and gave us
an insight into her skills in helping children
in distress. Christine Lowe, President of
Myositis Australia, told us about this rare
but important and difficult-to-diagnose set
of diseases, which has affected the lives of
a number of members of our club.
A project led by the International
committee, supports a social work student
and provides hospital equipment through
Donations in Kind. Lisa Pearson is leading
a fund-raising effort for the EndTrachoma
by 2020 project, including collecting used
stamps which has raised $25,000 from
Victorian clubs with an aim of ending
this disease which can cause blindness,
particularly in the aboriginal populations
living in Outback Australia.

The 24-hour MS Mega Swim
was held at the new Gurri
Wanyarra Wellbeing Centre
in Kangaroo Flat in August.
The inaugural event was
remarkably successful
and raised over $35,000
which will be used to help
local sufferers of Multiple
Sclerosis.
Music
The 49th Rotary Carols
by Candlelight was held
just before Christmas. It
was a memorable night with
perfect weather, beautiful
music, and a large appreciative
crowd. We were able to
donate $3000 to Bendigo
Community Health Services,
which will be used to buy
new coats for disadvantage
people in Bendigo to help keep
warm during our cold winter, and to help
troubled young people at Headspace.
Valerie Broad spearheaded a project to
provide access to music to help revive the
memories of nursing home residents with
dementia.
The musical talent of our members was
brought to the fore in joining together to
sing during some of our Zoom meetings
this year. The fact that their voices were
muted did not dampen the enthusiasm
of the singers who were applauded by
neighbours and birds near their houses.
Thanks to Alida Robinson for leading the
singing.
Aboriginal Affairs
As with many modern organisations,
I started each meeting with an
Acknowledgement of Country, which
is an important symbol or Aboriginal
reconciliation. Aboriginal guest speakers
were also able to present a Welcome to
Country.
Josef Atkinson and Erika ChapmanBurgess from Mildura Clontarf Foundation
are involved with our project to distribute
basketballs to indigenous communities.
Charlie Knight, an aboriginal health worker
from Bendigo and District Aboriginal
Cooperative, talked about indigenous
health and helped us to gain a deeper
understanding of the subject.
Refugees
Bendigo is now home to refugees from
several countries. This year we were able
to learn about different cultures, and how
the people have been affected by events
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in those places. We are fortunate to have
members of our club who have a particular
interest in helping refugees’ transition into
life in Australia and thrive in Bendigo. I
would like to thank Kaye Graves and Sei
Sei Mu Thein for their help and inspiration,
and I take this opportunity to congratulate
Sei See on giving birth to a beautiful
baby boy. Speakers included Zahir Azimi,
representing the Afghan community in
Bendigo.

Our club has a great tradition of organising
social events for the members. The annual
Bowls Night, organised by Daryl Watts and
his team, and the Christmas Party hosted
by Andrew and Heather Hampton were both
enjoyed by the many members who took
part.
At the time I commenced my year as
President of the Rotary Club of Bendigo I
had no idea of the turmoil the world would
be going through in the second half of the
year and the effect this would have on
members of the club and their families.
In late January we began to hear about a
virus which had initially been detected in
Wuhan, China having travelled to Australia
and begun causing infections in Victoria.
We started to hear a lot about coronavirus
and COVID-19 as there was little else on
the news.
Initially there was optimism that this would
settle quickly, but over the next month the
infection spread from a local epidemic to a
worldwide pandemic. These developments
had a profound effect on all our lives.
Rotary events which had been planned
for March and April, such as the Rotary
Easter Art Show, District 9800 District
Conference in Bendigo, fund-raising at the
rodeo, wine festival and Honeyland movie,
the Operation Cleft Golf event and a dinner
to recognize the work of firefighters during
the summer bushfires, sadly all had to be
cancelled. What would have been a great
social night, organised by Captain Glenn
Reilly, based on the theme of cruising, was
also postponed to a future date.
Our outgoing Youth Exchange students,
Sofie and Alicia had to return early from
Europe where the viral infection was
causing havoc. The Youth Exchange Safari,
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usually one of the highlights of the year
for incoming students, was cancelled and
unfortunately Peppi missed the experience
of travelling with other youth exchange
students and seeing much of Australia.
The cancellation of many of our fundraising events in 2020 has affected the
club’s ability to contribute to the community
in the same way as previous years, except
events which were able to go ahead in
the first half of the year, and I thank all
members of the committees which helped
organise these.
In particular I would like to thank Libby
Hughes for her work with the Bendigo
Swap Meet and MS 24-hour Mega
Swim, Greg Galloway who ably led the
car parking teams, Colin Nankervis
and his large team of volunteers at
the Carols by Candlelight, Bob Edgar
with the Australian Wool and Sheep
Show and the Bee Keeping project,
Larisa Wasiljew for her efforts in
raising awareness of End Polio Plus,
Lisa Pearson for her work on the
EndTrachoma by 2020 Project and
Megan O’Keefe and Garry Gunnell
for their passion for the work in other
countries, including Nepal and Samoa.
Brian Figg’s Vocational team help to make
the Agricultural scholarship and Life on the
Land-Drought Relief projects so successful.

The priority of the Board was supporting
our members, many of whom were severely
affected by these circumstances, both
mentally and financially. This was achieved
in a number of ways, including a chain of
emails in which members shared their daily
lives, interests and activities and by phone
calls to each club member by members of
the Board to check on how they were
faring, which were much appreciated.
Face-to-face Rotary meetings had to
cease due to closure of The Bendigo
Club. After a short break, online meetings
commencing on 31 March using Zoom. At
the first meeting 20 members attended,
but as familiarity with the process grew,
the numbers rose and averaged over
30 per meeting. We were able to mix
elements of our traditional meetings with
new innovations. We participated in singing
with world-class performances of “We are

Australian” and “Home Among the Gum
Trees” and the healthy message introduced
to us by Valerie Broad “Wash Your Hands”.
It was great for the members to interact
face-to-face online, as all had sorely
missed seeing each other. We were able to
have great guest speakers on many topics
and our last two exchange students, Pol
and Peppi, also joined us and spoke about
life in Europe.
Peter Reading ably chaired the Membership
Committee this year. Three new members
joined us – Henry Rasmussen, Geoff
Robinson and Gerard José. Unfortunately,
we lost three much loved members who
died this year – Ray Paulsen, Ian Monotti
and Bruce Reid. They will be greatly
missed.

I would like to thank two members who
are also leaving the club-Rob Parsons and
Nadia Godfrey for their contribution to the
club over the years.
Thank you also to my very capable
Secretary – Daniela Ionescu and Treasurer
- Garry Gunnell - who kept the club affairs
and finances running smoothly and to
Larisa Wasiljew and Kim Lowe who helped
keep the members informed through the
Fossicker and Facebook. John Krakowiak
and Rosalie Vanstan performed important
and very much appreciated duties in caring
for the welfare of members who were
unwell through the We Care committee
Thank you very much to the members of
the Board who have helped and guided me
for the past year and worked tirelessly to
keep the Rotary Club of Bendigo the strong
and vibrant club that it is.
Thank you to the members of the Rotary
club of Bendigo for the privilege of allowing
me to be your President. It has been an
interesting and challenging year. I am
leaving the club in the capable hands of
Graeme Clarke and hope that he enjoys
leading the club as much as I have.
Yours in Rotary
Michael Pearson
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MEMBERS AND CLASSIFICATIONS
ABBOTT Tabitha - Travel Services
ACKERMAN Barry - Rubber Processing
BROAD Val - Music Education
BRUCE Joy - Primary Education
BUTTOLPH Daniel - Pharmacy
CARTWRIGHT John - Optometry
CLARKE Graeme - Lighting Retail
COATES Ian - Regional Banking Services
COIA Domenic - Hairdressing
DeZILVA Tilika - Catering
DOBELI Tom - Health and Safety
DOHERTY Brian - Insurance Brokerage
EDGAR Bob - Landcare
FIGG Brian - Body Corporate Services
FLOOD John - Electricity Supply
GALLAGHER John - Plumbing Service
GALLOWAY Greg - Healthcare
GERARD Jose - Hospital Services
GLAZEBROOK Arthur - Banking*
GRAVES Kaye - Community Health Admin
GRAY Bill - Bearing Services
GUNNELL Garry - Project Management
HAMPTON Andrew - Funeral Directing
HOBLEY Noel - Project Management
HUGHES Libby - Friendly Society Pharmacy
HUGHES Mike - Information Technology
HYETT Peter - Farm Management
IONESCU Daniela - Engineering Education
KRAKOWIAK John - Social Education
LEHMAN Kaye - Human Services
LEAN Frank - Investing
LONGFORD Ken - Coach Operation
LONGFORD Liz - Nursing and Midwifery
LOWE Kim - Business Services
LUXFORD Pamela - Window Furnishings
McDONALD Rod - Human Resources
McLEOD Geoffrey - Motels
McMAHON Bryan - Marketing Advertising
MACDERMID Jan - Disability Service
MAHONEY Jim - Agricultural Supplies
MUHLNICKEL Glen - Banking Financial Services
NANKERVIS Colin - Civil Engineering
OBERIN Leanne - Executive Assistant
O’KEEFE Megan - Community Health Nurse
PAULSEN Margaret - Business Administration
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PEARSON Lisa - Nursing
PEARSON Michael - General Practice Medicine
PEMBERTON John - Business Banking
PENNA Barry - Locksmithing
RANKINS Ted - Postal Service
RASMUSSEN Henry - Hospitality
READING Peter - Signwriting
REID Bruce - Property Improvement*
REILLY Glenn - Electrical Retailing
RICHMOND Ken - Superannuation Consultancy
ROBINSON Alida - Sales and Marketing
ROBINSON Geoff - Marine Engineering
ROGERS Ron - Insurance
SAMSON Des - Confectionery Distribution
SHRESTHA Umesh - Electricity Design
SLOAN Julie - Primary Health Service
SMITH Wayne - Water Engineering
THEIN Sei Sei Mu - Interpreter
VANDENBERG Richard - Chartered Accountant
VANSTAN Rosalie - Pharmacy Administration
WASILJEW Larisa - Workplace Training
WATTS Daryl - Legal Office Administration
WHEELER Hugh - University Edn Admin Services

*Honorary Member
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COMMUNITY SERVICE
Director: Tom Dobeli
The Rotary year started without me and the Sheep and Wool Show had record
crowds attending so safety was at a paramount with Noel Hobley, Peter Hyett
and Bob Edgar ensuring all went well. A big thank you to the club members
who supported them over the 3 days. Part of the proceeds from this event
has now allowed the club to support a scholarship in Agriculture. Carparking
duties soon came along and under the guidance of Greg Galloway many club
members and helpers were detailed to duties for horse racing events, the
big 3 days of Camping and Leisure show and concerts. We are sometimes
stretched to the limit and other organizations were again involved to which we
made donations in kind.
Under the guidance of Libby Hughes and her team a new event this year was
the MS24hrMegaswim. A great community event with all proceeds going
towards research to find a cure for this horrible disease.
The Annual Swap Meet brings people from all over Australia to the Bendigo
Showgrounds and Libby Hughes and Kaye Lehmann showed their organizing
skills that saw Rotarians and others provide meals across the many sites.
Carols by Candlelight again provided quality entertainment to the community
of Bendigo under the guidance of Colin Nankervis and Val Broad OAM, with a
record crowd enjoying the balmy evening in Rosiland park. A big thank you to
the team who put the show together.
2020 saw the Art Show under the leadership of Brian Figg and his committee
deep in preparation for this year event when along came COVID19 and things
changed worldwide. This epidemic changed the way the Community could
gather therefore all community events were cancelled. Other events affected
were our commitment to the Wine Festival and Bull Riding.
To these leaders and all Rotarians who volunteered their time to make these
events so successful during the year, a big thank you, as your service has
made a difference in so many parts of our community.

BENDIGO SWAP MEET
Libby Hughes
As usual the Bendigo Clubs combined
to run the catering at the Swap Meet in
November. This was our 2nd year of having
pies, pasties, ice and soft drinks for sale
as well as our usual BBQ’s, Luncheon Hall
and FJ’s. We had certainly learnt a lot from
last year and we had put good processes
in place that saw things ran a lot more
smoothly.
The combined committee did a lot of
work behind the scenes, starting in May,
organising food purchasing, logistics and
volunteers for another successful event.
This year Kiwanis came on board as a
recipient group in place of RDA who were
short of volunteers and they fulfilled all their
shift requirements. Hopefully, they weren’t
put off and will come back for the 2020
Swap Meet.
Thank you to all our Club volunteers, as
usual all our shifts were filled.
The profits from the catering at the
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weekend were divided by 13 parties. The
Car Club, six Rotary Clubs and the six
recipient groups; CFA, Kiwanis, Lacrosse
Club, Marong Football and Netball, Y
Service Club Eaglehawk Men and Y Service
Club Eaglehawk Women.
Each group received $4,900.
Swap Meet 2020 is being planned by
the Car Club to go ahead as usual in
November. They will make the decision to
continue or cancel in August depending on
the Covid-19.
Signs are looking good so maybe we will do
it all again in November

CAR PARKING
Greg Galloway
Due to Covid 19, our carparking fund
raising events were limited to 50% of what
we would normally do in a Rotary year.
However, we were fortunate that the three
events that we did manage to undertake
are also the largest fund raisers, which is a
positive to the Club.

The dynamics of Bendigo Cup has changed
in the past couple of years as we park
less cars but spend more time managing
the orderly drop off and exiting of patrons.
The one thing that never changes though,
is it is always dusty and this year was no
different.

The three days Leisurefest was very
successful for our Club and once again we
were well supported by the enthusiastic
members of the Bendigo Kilmore Rail Trail
Committee. They have come to our aid for
the past three years and are a terrific group
of people to work with.
In early January, we assisted the Red
Hot Summer Tour concert at the Bendigo
Racecourse. We required 20 people to
help over two shifts. I was quite concerned
that during our Rotary close down period
we would struggle to find the amount of
volunteers required but as always, our
Club rose to the occasion and we filled the
required shifts.
These three events raised $8,300 which
was a very pleasing result.
Once again, a huge thank you to all of the
members that helped along the way.

CAROLS BY CANDLELIGHT
Colin Nankervis
This year (2019) the event was presented
in perfect weather, no rain, and the balmy
temperature was welcome after the
changeable weather conditions in 2018.
The perfect weather resulted in our largest
audience in attendance for many years.
This year we welcomed Bendigo Bank
as our major naming rights sponsor, with
the Bank providing significant pre-event
support which, together with advertising,
contributed to a most successful event.
We look forward to a long and successful
partnership with the Bendigo Bank.
The continuing use of social media, the
WINTV Television commercials leading into
the event and the support of the Bendigo
Advertiser, all contributed to another
successful presentation of Carols in the
Park.
The Carols Committee is continuing to
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explore additions to the program and the
earlier starting time, to entertain the large
crowds that seem to arrive earlier every
year, continues to be well supported by the
public.
Our musical directors Ms Valerie Broad
OAM and Ms Beverley Leeson always
present a varied program, including some
new performers, which all leads to an
excellent evening.
Simulcasting of the program by Radio
105.1 continues to be successful and
in 2019 their contribution to pre-event
publicity widened the Carols audience
reach.
The arrival of Santa continues to be a major
attraction for the children in the audience
and the addition of colourful costume
characters and the Bendigo Pipe Band
to escort Santa to the stage is a crowd
favorite.
Once again Mr Bruce Roberts of WINTV
was the program compere and managed
a very entertaining night in his usual
professional manner.
The success of Carols is the result of many
months of planning by the by Bendigo
Rotary Carols Committee and together
with the support of the performers,
sponsors and equipment suppliers, another
successful program was presented.

CRAFT GROUP
Libby Hughes
It has been a very varied year this year.
We had quite a few new members join our
group for coffee, chat and knitting. It was
great to have new faces and busy hands.

We started knitting our usual squares for
making up blankets for Uniting Care
Emergency Crisis Centre. Then the
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bushfires hit and we decided to diversify.
After a fantastic contribution of material
from Rotarians we embarked on Kangaroo
and Wallaby pouches, Koala mittens, Sugar
Glider nests and Scrappy Rag Quilts for
humans.
We were then told that the Animal Rescue
centres were inundated with items and
needed to stocktake. So we decided to
carry on and build up a store of goods for
the future and also to make use of all the
donated material.
Then Coronavirus hit and we were confined
to home but have continued knitting and
sewing without the coffee and chat! We are
looking forward to a return to normal.

EASTER ART SHOW
Brian Figg
(Committee – Brian Figg, Mike Hughes,
Daniela Ionescu, Des Samson, Kim Lowe,
Bryan McMahon, Glen Muhlnickel, Alida
Robinson, Tom Dobeli, Graeme Clarke and
John Flood)
Our 2020 show was of course cancelled
due to COVID-19.

MS 25HR MEGA SWIM
Libby Hughes
In August we coordinated Bendigo’s
inaugural MS 24hr Mega Swim to raise
money for people suffering with Multiple
Sclerosis who wish to follow a dream. The
money raised goes towards the Go for
Gold Scholarships to assist people with MS
to focus on achieving a dream, to build a
stronger sense of wellness, have a break
from focusing on multiple sclerosis and
inspire others to follow their dream.
The Rotary Club of Bendigo joined forces
with Gurri Wanyarra Leisure Centre and the
MS Events Team in Melbourne to get the
event of the ground.
Our aim was to raise awareness for MS,
promote the new leisure centre at Gurri
Wanyarra and also promote Rotary in the
community. We also wanted it to be fun!
We had the Chinese Association Lion
Dancers to open the event with a fantastic
Lion Dance display.
Mayor Margaret O’Rouke started the event
with a hooter and the teams set off on
the swim. Each team had to have a team
member in the water for 24 hrs with a team
of no more than 15.
We had quizzes, paddle races, noodle
races, duck races and a fancy dress
competition. Our DG Grant Hocking judged
the Fancy Dress and handed out awards.
Bendigo Blaze Cheerleaders came and
cheered on the swimmers. The teams
collected sponsors for their swim and we
ran a Rotary Raffle, all prizes were donated.
The Rotary Club of Bendigo South run a
BBQ throughout the daytime hours.
Thankyou to a great committee and our
Rotary volunteers. Everyone thoroughly
enjoyed themselves. We made great
contacts with the MS Support Group and
some good friendships.
The total raised for MS was $32,560.00

We were able to run the raffle thanks to the
support of the prize donors (Terry Jarvis,
Gray Family, Vanstans Pharmacy and
Mandurang Valley Wines) and this raised
just a tad over $2,500.00. Thanks to the
members who supported the raffle and in
particularly Des Samson for his hard work
on making it a success under very difficult
circumstances.
The organising Committee had still done a
power of work in readiness for this year’s
show in the months prior and I thank all
members for their contributions.
Since the 2019 Art Show, the Committee
made the strategic decision to partner with
Gallery 247 to assist with the back office
administration (on-line entry process) and
leverage marketing and promotion of our
show on both our new website and Gallery
247 website. It is difficult to determine the
success of this partnership based on 2020
– we’ll need to wait until 2021 to reap the
rewards.
The Art Show Committee thanks the Board
of the Rotary Club of Bendigo for covering
the once off establishment costs of
engaging Gallery 247.
We enthusiastically look forward to our
2021 Easter Art Show, to make it the best
ever!.

SHEEP SHOW
Bob Edgar
Volunteers from the Rotary Club of Bendigo
spent more than a week working at the
Australian Sheep and Wool Show in
Bendigo during July.
55 volunteers completed fifteen 4.5 hour
shifts, approximately 340 hours during the
three day event.
Their major task was overseeing
occupational health and safety issues from
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Major rehabilitation of the two toilet blocks
has been planned for some time, but
following cleaning, grinding and repainting
of the floors, we have been able to delay
the rehabilitation works for a few more
years. A big thank you goes to members of
the Rotary Club of Camberwell for the paint
job, at no cost to the camp.

bump-in to bump-out. Checks included fork
lift safety, sheep pen construction, tags on
power leads, tripping hazards etc.

A total of 18 members, and many helpers,
took part in the major activities during the
three days that the event was open to the
public. Working at the show provided a
great opportunity for interaction with
members of the farming community
including a group of volunteers from Blaze
Aid who set up the nearly 1000 pens
needed for the sheep.
The show, which is the largest sheep and
wool show in the world, is organised by the
Bendigo based, Australian Sheep Breeders
Association. Over the three days of the
show more than 30,000 people came
through the gate, to see almost 3,000
sheep together with a multitude of stalls
and farm equipment displays.
Exhibitors in the wool section are
encouraged to donate their fleeces to a
nominated charity. The charity this year
was COGNO (Cooperative Trials Group for
Neuro-Oncology). COGNO supports brain
cancer research throughout Australia.

At the conclusion of the show, club
members helped Landmark staff with the
classing and pressing of donated wool.
Landmark will sell the wool at auction in
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Melbourne and a cheque for the proceeds
was presented to COGNO at a Club
meeting.
The Rotary Club of Bendigo would like to
thank both the Australian Sheep Breeders
Association and the Landmark company
for the opportunity to work with them on
this project. With a portion of the funds
from their work at the show the Club plans
to fund an agricultural scholarship for a
student from the Bendigo area.

CAMP GETAWAY
Wayne Smith
Our Club continues to have four members
on the Board of Management of Camp
Getaway at Axedale, namely John Flood,
Garry Gunnell, Tom Dobeli and yours truly.
I remain the Chairman/Secretary of the
Board.
During 2019-2020 work has continued on
the upgrading of the fire protection system
to comply with CFA rules and regulations.
Access manholes, access ladder and
platform have been fitted to the tank.
Painting of the external surfaces of the tank
remains the only outstanding task.
A new pumping installation has also
been constructed and connected to both
the pump and the fire reticulation system
throughout the camp.
Solar panels were fitted to the roof of
Dormitory One in November 2019. The
panels can generate up to 10kW of
electricity, when the sun is shining of
course, and the impact on our electricity
bills has been most favourable. We are now
seeking a government grant to assist with
the installation of a battery facility that will
make the camp entirely independent of the
grid.

Our next major project will be the
rehabilitation of the tennis/basketball court
area. A very generous donation from the
Rotary Club of Balwyn will allow the work to
commence immediately.
The camp has been closed to camping
groups since the Covid-19 lockdown
commenced and the Board is now planning
how we will reopen once the current
restrictions are eased. More thorough
cleaning regimes and procedures for the
protection of our campers, among other
things, are being reviewed.
The lockdown and the social distancing
rules have also prevented the board
members and supporters from doing
any substantial works at the camp since
February. However, working bees are
planned during the coming months, again
as restrictions are eased.

FOUNDATION
Chair: Larisa Wasiljew
The Rotary Foundation Goals include
increasing the quality and impact of
Rotary’s humanitarian service efforts
through Rotary Grants and the six Areas of
Focus:
1. Basic education and literacy
2. Disease prevention and treatment
3. Economic and community development
4. Maternal and child health
5. Peace and conflict resolution
6. Water and sanitation
Polio Plus Program
The Global Polio Eradication Initiative is a
public-private partnership led by national
governments with five partners – the World
Health Organization , Rotary International,
the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, the United Nations Children’s
Fund and the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation. Its goal is to eradicate polio
worldwide.
The Global Polio Eradication Initiative is
focused on strengthening surveillance to
find and respond to the virus, wherever it
emerges, and closing immunity gaps to
protect the population and stop the virus
from circulating.
The programme is also committed
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to advocating for sustained political
commitment and ensuring necessary
financial resources and technical support
for polio eradication at all levels.
Walk around the Lake
To celebrate World Polio Day the club took
part in a walk around Lake Neangar. Our
members were part of a 30 strong group
of Rotarians, family and friends who raised
funds so that Rotary can continue the 30year effort to eradicate Polio.
Thank you to Rotarians and supporters who
walked and raised funds to eliminate Polio
from our world.
EndTrachoma 2020 Project
EndTrachoma by 2020 is not run by any
one Rotary Club; it is a project for all clubs
in Australia, in every Rotary District of
Australia. The Project Coordinator at our
club is Lisa Pearson.
Trachoma is a bacterial infection of the
eye that is easily preventable with basic
hygiene practices, but if left untreated,
can cause blindness. The Australian
Government works with Indigenous Eye
Health, the Fred Hollows Foundation and
others to treat the disease with surgery and
antibiotics.
The long-term solution though, rests
with hygiene and education and this is
where Rotary’s Trachoma project has a
role. EndTrachoma by 2020 is working
with Aboriginal communities to educate
and build capabilities to improve hygiene
practices, which will prevent Trachoma and
lead to better health and wellbeing.
We are confident that Trachoma can be
eliminated by 2020 but there is a lot of
work to be done. Lisa and the club are
raising funds to support this project by
collecting stamps from sources including
Rotarians, offices, schools, business and
health outlets so that we can make a
significant difference to indigenous eye
health by 2020.
A recent publication of Rotary Downunder
shows that the support for this project has
produced results that have exceeded all
expectations. They quote Professor Hugh
Taylor from the University of Melbourne
who says the overall prevalence of
Trachoma in affected areas is now 3.8 per
cent and the target is to keep numbers
below five percent in all communities.
Goldfields Cluster Foundation Dinner
The seventh Annual Goldfield Cluster
Foundation Dinner was held at the Moama
Bowling Club on Wednesday evening, 27th
November, 2019. The Dinner celebrates the
good work of the Rotary Foundation and
provides project updates and opportunity
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for club and member involvement at all
levels both at home and internationally.
Guest speaker was Brian Martin from the
Rotary Club of Box Hill Central; Chair of
Operation Cleft Palate Australia Foundation
and Operation Toilets Australia, both these
projects are International projects of the
Rotary Club of Box Hill Central.

YOUTH SERVICES
Director: Joy Bruce
Youth Services: “Rotary empowers Youth”.
Rotary Exchange Program: Lisa and
Michael Pearson were the YE Counsellors:

Outbound: On January the 18th we saw
our two local girls, Alicia Hannaford
(Germany) and Sofie Le Rossignol (France)
head out to their exchange countries. Sadly,
they were not able to complete this
exchange due to the Covid19 Crisis.

Inbound: We welcomed Peppi Pihlajaniemi
from Finland to our City on 21st July, 2019.
She spent time with four families and
attended Girton Grammar School in years
11 and 12. She adapted well to our
Australian culture and also the Rotary Club,
where she became a valued exchange
student at our meetings. Although she was
unable to attend the conference planned
for Bendigo or the Safari, due to the
Covid19 Pandemic, she enjoyed herself
and said she will treasure her time with us
all.
Our Club heard Peppi talk about her stay
here in Australia and we also had Alicia
Hannaford (outbound Germany) attend

via our Club’s Zoom meeting on Tuesday
12th May. We were able to watch their
adventures through a very good power
point presentation. We hope to hear from
Sofie Le Rossignol in the near future and
see what her experiences were in France.
Michael and I said farewell to Peppi, at a
very empty Melbourne International Airport,
on Thursday, 14th May, along with Graeme
Bird the Finland Country Co-Ordinator.
It was a very stark comparison to her
arrival, however Peppi, smiling on the
outside coped with the situation well. She is
safely with her family now and no doubt we
will keep in touch with her as we do with
many of our past students.
We continue to hear from our former
Inbounds, Pol from Spain, Alina from
Germany, Laure from France to name a
few. Pol has also joined our meeting on
Zoom. Joy and Garry have caught up
with many in Europe and through social
media. They continue to talk about their life
changing year and send greetings to our
Club Members.
First, I want to thank the people from
Rotary organizations in Bendigo and Rauma
to make this experience happen and being
my support during the year. Things that
Bendigo club did for me, like asking me
to join the meeting every Tuesday and
birthday surprise made me feel wanted and
welcomed. Also it was so great to know
that I had people to talk to if I faced any
problems.
Secondly, I would like to thank my school.
I feel so lucky to get to be in private
school and have the full Australian school
experience including school uniforms. The
school was really united and offered so
many things to take part in; for example
swimming carnival, house dinner, formal.
The education was really high quality and
the teachers were always there to help and
the students always treated me like part of
family.
Big thanks for all the families who opened
their hearts and homes to me. Through
living with them I have learned so many
different aspects of life.
Thanks to the Pearsons for supporting me
during the whole year and showing me so
many different places like Sydney, Canberra
and so much more.
Thanks to the Tinkers for your kindness.
Making me a delicious birthday breakfast
and showing me the Great Ocean Road.
Thanks to the Spencers for fitting me into
your busy life. For Emma always taking me
along to do different things like taking part
in a movie (Road to Boston).
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Thanks to the Foxwells for the laughs I
shared with you and for Nicola becoming
my life-long friend.
I really miss Australia. The open-hearted
people and the small talk we don’t have
in Finland. The beautiful nature and the
multiculturalism.
You won’t get rid of me that easy so I will
see you all in the future,with love Peppi.
District 9800 Youth Programs: Our
Rotary Club has been active in supporting
students to attend many of the District
9800 Youth Programs. Unfortunately, some
of the Programs have been cancelled due
to Covid19.
We sponsored one student to the Rotary
Youth Leadership Awards (RYLA) in
December 2019, and another student to
the National Youth Science Forum (NYSF).
We have also sponsored a student to
Melbourne Uni, on January 13th -15th
2020, as part of The Conoco Phillips
Science Experience.
We also contributed $500 to the Science
and Engineering Challenge.
The Rotary Foundation District
9800 Scholarship Grant: The Rotary
Foundation District D800 Scholarship
matching Grant is to support talented
and motivated young people to overcome
barriers to educational success and support
those young people who are experiencing
financial disadvantage.
This is a 2-year Program for two students
as they complete Years 11 and 12. In
2020 this was awarded to 2 Students from
Catherine McAuley College Bendigo.
School awards: In December President
Michael had the pleasure, on behalf of The
Rotary Club of Bendigo, to present grade
6 student Chloe Crock of Bendigo Violet
Street Primary School, with a Citizenship
Award.

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE
Director: Megan O'Keefe
Wow, is it that time of the year already. Our Rotary year is coming to a close
and our International Service teams have been very busy.
Unfortunately not all things have come to pass. Glenn Reilly and his team put
in all the groundwork, only to run into some of the most dangerous bushfires
in the past century. Level heads decided to cancel the golf night rather than be
in the way of the fundraising efforts that followed - till next year.
Julie Sloan’s passion for the work in Nepal is obvious to anyone that talk’s
about it with her and this great project, and it’s participants, are a credit to
her energy. Kamal has graduated from her health education studies and is
working in remote areas of Nepal, whilst Nawang is achieving excellent results
in his Social Work studies and is aiming for a Masters Degree in 2021.
In other work we have supported a presentation at the International Leprosy
Congress, held every three years and we are funding the ‘Equipment, Skill
Development and Livestock Support Project’ where we have sponsored
chickens and sewing machines in an effort to generate employment and
income into a sustainable livelihood.
Turning our eyes closer to home Bob Edgar has developed a project to help
Samoan bee keepers. Funds are being raised by selling honey, locally, and
Bob had plans for a movie evening with “Honeyland” as the star attraction, but
the lockdown put a stop to that.
Whilst on the subject of Samoa we can’t overlook the ‘Samoa Project’. Garry
Gunnell doesn’t have enough fingers to count the number of times he has
been there and although the planned trip for this year had to be put off,
because of the lockdown, Garry and Joy travelled to Samoa, again, to check
out some previous work and investigate options for a ‘working holiday’ for next
year.
Thanks to all the project leaders for some inspiring work and we look forward
to following them into the next phase of their evolution.

OPERATION CLEFT GOLF EVENT

NEPAL PROJECT

Glenn Reilly

Julie Sloan
EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM
Update Ms Kamala Tamang on right.
(Health Sciences Graduate, Nepal,
2015-17)

CANCELLED

We look forward to working with the other
Bendigo Rotary Clubs and our young people
through our Schools, (Bendigo Violet St
Primary School, Catherine McAuley
College) to empower them to develop
leadership skills, to learn the value of
service, volunteering and learn about
Rotary.

2019-2020

Unfortunately, after much planning, we had
to cancel the Night Golf event for this year.
With unprecedented fires ravaging the
country the focus of the community was on
the many bushfire appeals happening at
the time and we thought it prudent to not
be distracting the community from those
efforts
Thanks to everyone for their commitment
and assistance in planning for this event
and we look forward to next year.

Kamala was the inaugural recipient of the
club’s Education and Training Program in
2015. The program sponsored Kamala to
study the three year Health Assistant
Course at Manmohan Memorial Institute of
Health Sciences, Nepal, and work towards
a nursing qualification.
Since graduating in 2018, Kamala has
committed herself to working in a remote
area hospital to promote health and
wellbeing with villagers in Northern Nepal.
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A recent message from Kamala included an
update of a typical day of clinical nursing
and primary health care (vaccinations,
wound care, mother and baby health,
vision testing, hand washing campaigns,
village sanitation projects, nutrition advice)
and included a photo with her nursing
colleagues.
She invited us to visit her village to meet
her family when we visit Nepal.
A message of congratulations was sent
to Kamala from the club on her ongoing
commitment to remote area health
promotion in Nepal.
Update on Mr Nawang Tamang
(Social Work Student, Nepal, 2018-20)
Nawang was successful in becoming the
club’s second recipient of the Education
and Training Program in 2018.
The program sponsors Nawang to study
for a four year social work degree at the
Nepal School of Social Work in Kathmandu
and achieve his goal of working with
young people in the area of mental health
promotion.
Nawang is achieving excellent academic
results, enjoys theoretical studies and
field placements and aims to commence
his Masters Degree in 2021. Following
graduation Nawang expects to gain fulltime employment in Nepal.
In his spare time Nawang volunteers with
local Buddhist social service community
outreach programs and participates in
college led student-support activities. The
club’s congratulations were extended to
Nawang for commitment to studies and
recent excellent final examination results.
PROGRESS SELF-HELP GROUP (PSHG)
WITH HANSEN ’S DISEASE (LEPROSY)
AFFECTED PEOPLE
Capacity Building Project (attendance
and participation at International
Leprosy Congress, Manila, September,
2019)
The club partnered with the PSHG, Nepal,
in 2013. Every three years an International
Leprosy Congress is organized by and
for people who dedicate their work to
benefit those living with Leprosy (Hansen’s
Disease) and to share research to eradicate
the disease.
In 2019 the Nepal Committee supported
a request from Tara Sigdel, PSHG Chair, to
sponsor costs for conference attendance
and presentation in Manila, Phillipines. Tara
is the only leprosy affected person ever
to present a paper at Congress, a huge
achievement both personally and for PSHG
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members
whom Tara
had the
honor of
representing.
Tara’s paper
outlined
the PSHG
projects in
partnership
with the
Rotary Club of Bendigo. The key goals of
attending the conference were to:
1) illustrate how project outcomes are
enhanced when leprosy self-help groups
and Rotary Clubs join together in peace
and friendship to develop collaborative
partnerships to benefit leprosy affected
people in Nepal.
2) develop new strategic international
collaborative project-partnerships into the
future.
Conference Outcomes:
1) International Leprosy Agencies
collaborating with Rotary:
Developing collaborative partnerships
between Leprosy Self-help Groups and
Rotary Clubs was viewed as unique by
conference participants; it is a project
management method that international
participants said they had not thought
about previously and will consider adopting
in their home-country.
2) Collaborative Partnerships:
Partnership development has occurred with
at least two key partners. Connection with
Sakawa, Japan, occurred from conference
attendance. The PSHG and Sakawa have
already come together to host a community
event that benefited PSHG members.
3) COVID Relief Distribution Program:
In May, 2020, a new collaborative
partnership between PSHG and Investment
Development Entrepreneurs Activities (IDEA)

Nepal, organized a Covid Relief Distribution
Program delivering food and hygiene items
to PSHG Members as a result of the Covid
pandemic.
Tara said:
“This is the impact of my participation
in the conference in Manila… a big
achievement of my participation in Manila.
Special thank you to Rotary Club Bendigo.
Our PSHG members have benefited.”
Equipment, Skill Development and
Livestock Support (Employment and
Income Generation Support Project)
Leprosy affected people have a difficult life
in Nepal caring for their own unique needs
and those of their families; social stigma
and discrimination is regularly experienced,
income levels are always very low and
education and employment opportunities
are minimal.

In 2016 a new program was developed
in partnership between the PSHG and the
club to generate self-employment, improve
economic status, raise income level and
fulfil family needs.
The ‘Equipment, Skill Development and
Livestock Support Project’ was developed
to generate employment and income into
sustainable livelihood.
The program consisted of the provision of:
1) sewing machines and tailoring training
and,
2) young chicken livestock.
Long-term outcomes included 36 PSHG
households received small chickens. After
a few months of care members sold the
eggs and the chickens, which provided a
financial return; 50% of it was then used to
re-invest in small chickens and the balance
was used to fulfil family needs (school fees,
food, cloths).
Currently, 50% of members were able to
retain their chickens with 50% unable to
continue.
Four members received sewing machines
and two members completed a 6-month
advanced tailoring course.
One member now works part time on
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stitching and three members are fully
employed with tailoring; all sewers now
generate income by making items to
sell and by taking orders from tourists,
Monasteries and local traders.
Member’s income level has increased with
a percentage flowing back to the PSHG to
fund small projects.

BEE KEEPING PROJECT
Bob Edgar
The 2019/2020 year saw the
commencement of an innovative capacity
building project to further support the
ongoing work the Rotary Club of Bendigo
undertakes in Samoa. I was able to secure
funding from the Crawford Fund and
the Royce and Jean Abbey Vocational
scholarship to support a cross country
beekeeping traineeship.
Bees have been identified as a vital
component of agriculture in Samoa
both through honey production and the
effective pollination of vegetable crops.
2020 was to see the commencement
of a joint partnership between Central
Victorian Beekeepers and The Rotary Club
of Bendigo to support the development
of two beekeeping trainees to gain skills
and knowledge around hive management,
swarm control and queen rearing
techniques. Funds would support a three
staged approach:
March 2020: Two Central Victorian
Beekeepers would visit Samoa to provide
hands on training for local bee keepers.
September 2020: One or two trainees from
Samoa would spend time with Central
Victorian beekeepers to learn management
skills
March 2021: Follow up visit by Central
Victorian Beekeepers to consolidate training
in Samoa.
The Rotary Club of Bendigo had also been
actively working to raise additional funds to
provide protective clothing and bee keeping
equipment for participants, through the sale
of honey and
the screening
of a film titled
“Honeyland”
Unfortunately
due to the
Covid 19
pandemic
this project
was unable
to progress
as planned
and has been
indefinitely

2019-2020

put on hold. It is hoped that we will be able
to recommence planning in 2021, however
due to the uncertainty surrounding travel
restrictions and the increased costs that
may be incurred with insurances, flights,
etc, at present we are unable to confirm
when this will happen.

SAMOA PROJECT
Garry Gunnell
While our work is ongoing in Samoa the
plans for a work team are currently on hold
and now appears it will be 2021 before a
return can be made.
Firstly, Samoa was hit with a measles
outbreak that caused many deaths but also
put the country into lockdown. In a way
this probably assisted in their response
when the Covid19 virus started to take hold
around the world.
Basically, the lockdown has continued
on and currently no actual case has
been reported in Samoa so we hope that
remains the position. This prolonged period
of isolation has caused significant issues
for the economy. Tourism being the major
one with no flights being possible for many
months so all hotels are closed.
Myself and Joy were able to travel over last
November ,just before the shutdown, and
checked on some of the previous Rotary
club projects and did some preliminary
investigation for future projects.
As we only had just over a week the time
was hectic but we were able to attend a
Rotary Club of Apia meeting and catch up
with our Rotary friends. The club celebrates
its 50th anniversary in 2020 and had
hoped for some of us to be in attendance
but obviously that will not happen.
We were able to spend time with The
Women in Business organisation and
discussed the possibility of beekeeper
training next year. This could also lead to
one or two beekeepers coming over to

Australia for 4-6 weeks to further their
knowledge in that field.
It was also great to catch up with Norma
who was in Bendigo a few years ago on a
Royce and Jean Abbey scholarship. She
sends her best wishes to all in the Bendigo
Club and has fond memories of that time.
The beekeeping project, under Bob Edgar’s
direction, is progressing very well in the
planning phase and is of great interest to
the people in Samoa.
Also, we had a meeting with Ilovea Levy
at the Australian High commission who
manages the Direct Aid Program for
Australia in Samoa. This was some early
ground work as we were hoping to apply
for a Friendship Grant in 2020. Again, all
these activities are now delayed until 2021.
We made a trip over to Savaii Island to
check on some previous projects and
source a new one for the next volunteer
team. It was a convenient opportunity as
all the exercise books collected by our club
had arrived in Samoa 4 weeks previous and
we were able to assist in the distribution of
some of these.

Happy to report that previous work by our
volunteers is operating as intended and the
computers that were donated to our club
are still in fine working order.
One school has had a total renovation to
the building structure with new classrooms,
concrete floors, etc. The computer desks
we constructed had to be removed to
enable new floors so they are keen for us
to return and continue our association with
the school.
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VOCATIONAL SERVICE
Brian Figg
Agricultural Scholarship
To align with the Club’s involvement with
the annual Australian Sheep & Wool Show,
an agricultural scholarship was developed
in mid 2019 by Bob Edgar and Peter Hyett.
In 2020, The Rotary Club of Bendigo made
available a scholarship to support a student
undertaking a tertiary course in Agriculture.
The scholarship will provide the successful
student with funding to the value of $2,000
per year for up to two years (subject to
academic performance) to assist with their
tertiary studies.
The funding is to support study-related
expenses including course costs, study
materials and equipment, textbooks or
tutoring.
The successful student would:
• Be a first-time undergraduate tertiary
student in 2020;
• Have completed secondary school in
Bendigo during 2019;
• Show sound academic achievement and
community involvement;
• Have been offered a place at to study
agriculture at University or a postsecondary agricultural college;
• Demonstrate an understanding of
agricultural industries;
• Have a career commitment that will
ultimately benefit agriculture and/or
regional and rural communities;
• Be an Australian citizen or permanent resident.
Following a successful interview process
conducted by Bob and Peter, and with the
help of Jenny Moloney (BSSC) and Katie
Nadebaum (RaboBank), our committee
were delighted to award Macey Stephens
of BSSC with the scholarship at our Club
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Meeting on 18 February, 2020.
Macey gave an overview of her course and
thanked the members for awarding the
scholarship.
We were delighted to have Jenny Moloney
back at a club meeting giving a passionate
vocational presentation on pathways for
students.
Big thanks to Bob Edgar and Peter Hyett for
their great work on the Ag scholarship.
The Committee also thanks the Board for
its future allocation of $4,000.00 pa to run
the Agricultural Scholarship (in 2021 we
will have two students, one in second year
and a new one).
Life on the Land – Drought Relief
Appeal.
The Committee was approached in mid
2019 to help long time Easter Art Show
supporter and well know local artist Terry
Jarvis with an event he and his partner
Michele were contemplating late 2019 to
raise funds for drought affected farming
communities. The Committee pledged our
support of the project providing in kind
logistics
and event
marketing
support.
The event was
earmarked
for early
November at
the Bendigo
Town Hall and
titled by Terry
Jarvis - “Life
on the Land –
our Farming
Heroes”. A

sub committee was formed comprising of
Brian Figg, Bob Edgar, Peter Hyett, Noel
Hobley, Garry Gunnell, Kim Lowe and
Andrew Hampton.
Terry Jarvis advised that he wished
all funds raised from the event to be
channelled through the Rotary Club
of Bendigo for distribution – the sub
committee moved quickly to establish a
RAWCS Appeal (to facilitate tax deductible
donations).
The event was held 8-10 November, 2019
and raised just on $40,000 with a notable
donation of $20,000 from the Gulf Horizons
Foundation in conjunction with Flashmarket
and Eyecandy Motorsports.
Further donations of $16,000 have been
received in April 2020 including $1,000
from the Rotary Club of Queenscliff
(through Larrie Winzar). In addition the
funds raised from the Club’s “Tin Rattle”
at the 2019 Bendigo Cup were donated to
this appeal.
Total funds raised being a tad over
$57,0000, with distributions to date:$8,000 to East Loddon Foodshare
providing food and supply packs to farming
families and residents of rural communities.
Leane Welsh was welcomed as a speaker
from East Loddon Foodshare at our Club
earlier this year and spoke passionately
and this only further emphasised the great
work this group do. A number of our Club
members are involved with packing days,
Libby Hughes, Pam Luxford and Sharyn
Smith (hope I didn’t miss anyone).
$4,000 to the combined Rotary Clubs of
Mildura for their Millewa/Werrimul drought
relief project.
$20,000 to the Rotary Club of Cobar
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supporting a hay bale run from Kaniva Vic
to the Cobar Region on Feb. 26 this year.
An allocation of $2,000 has been made
to Star Thrower – Beach Retreat, a project
to help female partners within farming
communities in Northern Victoria to take
a few days “Retreat Break” to the coast at
Point Lonsdale/Queenscliff (in conjunction
with Larrie Winzar and friends of Rotary).
Obviously COVIS-19 has put that project on
backburner for now.
The sub committee are meeting regularly
to determine further distributions from the
Appeal Fund.
Vocational Visits

The Committee arranged one vocational
visit during the year to a touring expo –
Shrine of Remembrance “Changed Forever”
at the RSL Museum on Pall Mall on
Tuesday 10 March, 2020.
The event was well attended and thanks go
to Kaye Lehmann for help with organising
and the Bendigo Club of loan of courtesy
bus.

MUSIC AND MEMORY
Valerie Broad

We now have another facility on board that
is – Estia Health in Brown Street, Long
Gully. They have a very enthusiastic
Manager there and, with the help of our

2019-2020

Rotary funding, she will institute the
program for two residents and their
families.
Unfortunately, the COVID19 virus has
stopped her from beginning the program,
as the lockdown prevented the wives of the
two clients from visiting.
Nonetheless, she has sent a message to let
us know that she is using the equipment to
play the music chosen by the families and
that the residents are obviously enjoying
that. She is keenly anticipating the end of
restrictions when she will provide us with a
further report following implementation of
the program.
This all happened because Tom Dobeli
mentioned the program to Jane when she
visited our Club – thank you Tom – so it is
very important that Rotarians promote this
project whenever they get an opportunity.
I have seen the effects of music on those
suffering dementia and it is truly wonderful
to watch.

COMMUNITY IN ACTION
COMMITTEE
Alida Robinson
The community Action Committee aims to
support those groups in our community
supporting individuals and families who are
having difficulties with homelessness, food
security and mental health.
The 2 organisations we walk along side are
Bendigo Community Health and their “Fork
in the road” project and Uniting Care with
their “Cuppa with company” initiative.
Over the past 3 years we have been able
to provide funding for a number of specific
needs identified by each organisation. This
past year we have been putting together
‘Birthday Bags’ which consist of a box of
cake mix, icing, candles, plates, spoons,
a cake tin and a card all packaged in a
beautiful hand made carry bag which can
later be used as a shopping bag.
Committee member Pam Luxford has
been busy sewing these lovely bags which
have been received with thanks from the
recipients. Pam also made up some chefs
aprons for the kitchen staff at Cuppa with
company.
Just before Christmas the committee
purchased $3,000 worth of Coles and
Kmart vouchers which were given to both
groups to help disadvantaged families buy
food and presents for Christmas.
Uniting Care also give out tents and
sleeping bags to those who are sleeping
rough and some of their allocation of funds

went to restocking their supply of these
items.
The Community Action Committee works
closely with both groups to identify what
they need and to see how we can meet
that need in a sustainable way. The
committee would like to thank President
Michael Pearson, and the Past Presidents
over the last three years, for continuing to
allocate funds from the clubs budget to
allow us to continue to support both these
organisations, who are totally reliant on
funds from the local community to help
those most in need.
I personally would like to thank all our hard
working committee members for making,
packing and dropping off bags and other
items to Bendigo Community Health and
Uniting Care over the past year. Nothing is
too hard for this team and we look forward
to being of service to both groups again,
as we see what the rest of 2020 looks like,
after being in isolation due to COVID 19
restrictions.
We look forward to working with incoming
president Graeme Clarke to secure the
funds needed to assist both groups again
this coming Rotary year.
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CLUB SERVICE
Director: Noel Hobley
What an interesting year it has been and even with the extended COVID19
lockdown the Fellowship team still managed a few outings with plans for
others coming to a grinding halt.
Graeme has been playing in the communications arena, whilst preparing for
his presidential year, and has the team close to finalising the new website.
Daryl and his Bowls team, once again, provided a fun night with the
annual bowls outing where members and friends enjoyed great fellowship.
Threatening clouds didn’t put us off.
Kaye took on the Program role with gusto and together we have sought to
get the meetings better organised between the program and the sergeants
committee.
Peter was his usual organised self keeping the membership numbers tracked
and making the best of opportunities to recruit new members. Zoom meetings
made his job interesting and we all enjoyed the experience. Maybe we’ll keep
it going.
The Sergeant team was a mixed bunch with some experience stepping back
into the fray and some new blood stepping up to the challenge. Nothing
ventured nothing gained I say.
Johnny K has taken on the ‘We Care’ role with his usual ‘quiet achiever’
tactics and has kept us all in touch with our fellow members, be they fit and
healthy or in need of a friendly chat to keep up their spirits, thankyou JK.

COMMUNICATIONS
Chair: Graeme Clarke
It has been a challenging year for the
communications team. Unfortunately the
platform we have put many hours work into
as we developed our new web site selfdestroyed, and we have had to start again.
Kim Lowe has done a fantastic job to get
it to the stage it is and we look forward to
having our new web page up and running
soon.
Larissa has handled the Fossicker
distribution fabulously as well and we
have up to 80% of members opening and
reading it most weeks.

FELLOWSHIP
Chair: Kaye Lehmann
Club fellowship is an important part of
the social structure around Rotary with
members getting to know each other and
enjoying each others company away from
the structure of the Rotary meeting.
New friendships are made as members
partners and families get to know each
other and get a hint of what all the fuss is
about behind the Rotary badge.
Regular events pop up all the time with the
Christmas Function always popular and
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Andrew Hampton again hosted the club
under the trees at Sutton Grange.
The bowls night event has it’s own
committee and is a popular fellowship
evening as is the annual Art Show preview
evening which was unfortunately cancelled
due to the CoronaVirus shutdown. We did
have an opportunity to experience a similar
event with the opening night of Terry Jarvis’
‘Life on the Land - Our Farming Heroes’
exhibition, which we supported.
Other events the team was planning
included a film night at the Star Cinema,
which would have seen the ‘Honeyland’
movie fitting in nicely with Bob Edgar’s
project training beekeepers, a Winery
luncheon at Mandurang Winery, which
was very popular a few years ago, and
a Family Picnic Day which seemed the
perfect opportunity to get partners, kids
and grandkids together to enjoy the ‘Rotary
Family’.
A big miss for the year was another Glenn
Reilly special, the Rotary Cruise Night,
which promised to be a fun night. Ah well,
maybe next year.
We did get in a tour of the updated Shrine
of Remembrance in Pall Mall where
members got to see first hand the new
museum and the upgrading of this special
Bendigo building.

We also enjoyed some social evening
meetings that had a theme and partners
and friends were invited. These are always
good fun and a few extra dollars were
raised.
We are looking forward to having more
scope and opportunity in the coming year
to hold social functions.

PROGRAM
Chair: Kaye Lehmann
This year the speakers followed the
themes of President Michael Pearson to
become more informed on health issues
that affect the community both locally and
internationally and to continue our strong
support for cultural diversity and education.
On health we had speakers such as Alice
Saver, a local Psychologist who spoke
on mental health and our children. We
had other health specialists address
our meetings as we supported national
programs like the MS relay.

A highlight was having Michel Verheem
– the originator of Fun Flights speak to
us about starting a project to provide free
flights to lift the spirits of sick kids and the
health benefits this provides to families
dealing with child illness.
With diversity we had a highly successful
women’s wheelchair basketball player, Kim
Hampton, inform us about the success of
their league and her personal commitment
to training and achievement.
Culturally, Kaye Graves organised Zahir
Azimi to speak to us on Celebrating
Afgan Settlement in Bendigo as the club
continues to support refugees in our region
to study and contribute to the community.
On education we developed relationships
with Bendigo Secondary College, we had
Peppi our exchange student kept us up
to date on student life and we held a joint
night meeting with Bendigo-Strathdale
Rotary Club where Solomon Cameron, who
solo circumnavigated Australia in a plane at
15 years of age, spoke to us.
Another highlight was guest speaker Sam
Kane, the 2019 Bendigo Young Citizen
of the Year. Sam is the President of the
Golden Square Swimming Pool and leads
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difficult to achieve the result we enjoyed.

SERGEANTS' COMMITTEE

about 50 volunteers. This young man is still
studying while assisting in media promotion
for the Golden Square Kindergarten and the
Bendigo Youth Choir.
There has been some standout speakers
and lots of quality information and
engagement by our club with the program
this year.

BOWLS NIGHT
Chair: Daryl Watts
Our annual bowls night was held on 18th
February 2020 at the South Bendigo Bowls
Club.
24 people participated in the bowls with 8
others enjoying the spectacle. Although the
weather was cool and windy an excellent
night of fellowship was enjoyed by all.
Thanks to the South Bendigo Bowls Club for
the use of the green and their facilities.
Thanks also to Pat Doherty, Alwyn Grose,
Shirley McDonald and Jeni Watts for
preparation of the supper and Brian Doherty,
Rod McDonald, Des Samson and Richard
Vandenberg for assisting with the running of
the event.
Thanks also to prize donors.

Winners: - Larisa Wasiljew, Noel Hobley,
Brian Figg and Des Samson(s)
2nd: - Bill Gray/Shirley McDonald, Michael
Pearson, Garry Gunnell and Alwyn Grose(s)
3rd: - Lisa Pearson, Peter Reading, Dennis
Gray and Rod McDonald(s)
1st toucher:– Dennis Gray

2019-2020

2nd toucher:- Peppi (Exchange Student)
3rd toucher:- Ian Coates
Rolling to jack:- Brian Figg
Rolling to ditch:- Garry Gunnell.

MEMBERSHIP
Chair: Peter Reading
The membership drive was severely halted
in March due to the restrictions of the
Corona Virus.
At the beginning of the year we enjoyed a
membership of 70 but this reduced to 67
members plus 2 honorary members at year
end.
As at the end of May our year to date
attendance was running at 38%. This
figure was reduced due to the Club having
only two meetings in March. One of these
was a poorly attended Zoom meeting as
the membership came to terms with the
software.
Though the membership became more
comfortable with the Zoom meetings and
the attendance increased so that by the
end of May the Club attendance was almost
back to that enjoyed at our normal lunch
time meetings.
As the Corona Virus disrupted the Club’s
activities in a large way the decision was
made to phone every member in order
to keep them involved and to ensure that
they were coping with the self-isolation
restrictions. This exercise was well accepted
by the membership and I would like to
thank all those involved in making the
phone calls for their effort. It appears that
everyone was handling it pretty well given
the circumstances.
The Coronavirus certainly dampened our
ability to reach out for new members so this
will need to be actively pursued when the
opportunity returns.
I would like to thank all members of the
Membership Committee for their assistance
over the past year as, without their support
and assistance, I would have found it very

Chair: Noel Hobley
A Sergeants role is one of many facets and
as chair I implored all participating members
to make the role their own.
Everyone has their own style, some can
deliver a joke perfectly, some can run a quiz
that keeps everyones attention and some
can make up a fine for just about everyone,
even if they’re not in the room, then get a
friend to pay it.
But the sergeant is more than the half time
entertainment, they need to get in early,
check out the running of the day, liaise with
the president and the chairman, make sure
the speaker is OK (and aware of timing), get
the meeting to order, introduce the president
and keep an eye on the audience, they can
be a rowdy lot.
We try to have a mix of experience, a bit of
new blood and a sprinkle of change in the
line-up and all-in-all they’ve done a great
job for the year, although a bit slack in these
final weeks, and each have made it their
own.
Thanks to Alida Robinson, Kaye Lehmann,
Graeme Clarke, Larisa Wasiljew, Ian Coates,
Wayne Smith and Des Samson.

WE CARE
Chair: John Krakowiak
In last year’s annual report, I explained what
“We Care” is and its work within the Club.
Also, how it has changed in recent years
and the challenging aspects for all members
of the We Care committee. The one facet I
did not mention was its strengths.
This year, We Care became an integral
wheel to the Club as a whole.
With the onset of Covid-19 taking hold,
all members understood how important it
was to check on other member’s welfare.
Consequently, the Board joined forces with
the We Care committee to keep in contact
with all members to check on their welfare
during the forced lockdown.
During the year, after 17 years of faithful
service of getting me around Bendigo,
my motorcycle decided it could carry me
no more and broke down completely. I
continued to do visits using public transport,
but then (without warning) I was required
to be the fulltime carer for someone in
Melbourne.
I would like to thank Rosalie Vanstan and
all those members that undertook We Care
duties in my absence. Also, for President
Michael Pearson and the Board for
undertaking to contact all members.
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CLUB SERVICE ACCOUNT
1 JULY 2019 TO 16 JUNE 2020
NOTE FIGURES FOR FULL FINANCIAL YEAR WILL BE PRESENTED AT THE CLUB’S AGM

EXPENDITURE

INCOME
Carried forward Profit Income
Changeover Function 2019
Christmas Meeting
Club Social Events
Fines-Donations
Interest Received
Meeting Collections
Member Apparel
Member Joining Fees
Member Welfare
Membership Fees
Miscellaneous Income
Silverpot/Gold Pot Collections

$1,134.94
$5,292.20
$1,685.00
$140.00
$1,331.65
$917.61
$5,075.00
$101.37
$181.80
$918.54
$18,979.21
$0.0
$770.20

Administrative Assistance
Badges, Banners and Awards
Bank Fees
Bendigo Club Membership Fees
Changeover Function 2019
Christmas Meeting
Meeting Costs
Member Apparel
Member Wefare
Miscellaneous Expenses
President’s Allowance
Printing & Stationery
Rotary D9800 Insurance Levy
Rotary D9800 Semi-Annual Dues
Rotary Down Under
Rotary International Dues
Transfer to 2020/2021

$36,527.52

Total Club Service Account

$1,309.22
$1,031.70
$16.40
$1,545.45
$5,391.94
$1,800.00
$2,697.26
$175.00
$681.13
$ 0.0
$3,500.00
$1,486.36
$1,997.16
$5,559.00
$2,372.64
$6,871.01
$93.25

Subject to Auditor

Total Club Service Account
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$36,527.52
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CLUB PROJECT ACCOUNT
1 JULY 2019 TO 16 JUNE 2020
NOTE FIGURES FOR FULL FINANCIAL YEAR WILL BE PRESENTED AT THE CLUB’S AGM

INCOME
Art Show
Bar-B-Que Activities
Bees and Honey Project
Bendigo Sheep and Wool Show
Bendigo Swap Meet
Bowelscan
Bush Fire Appeal
Carparking Services
Carols by Candlelight
Community Raffle
Life on The Land - Drought Relief Appeal
MS Mega Swim
Miscellaneous Donations
NYSF Contribution
Rotary Foundation - Polio Plus
Youth Exchange Income

EXPENDITURE
$4,468.00
$944.40
$730.10
$6,500.00
$7,900.00
$384.00
$1,153.36
$8,450.00
$18,615.58
$752.00
$76,998.82
$1,372.00
$0.0
$550.00
$100.00
$138.00

Art Show
Bar-B-Que Expenses
Bees and Honey Project
Bendigo Swap Meet
Carols by Candlelight
Life on The Land - Drought Relief Appeal
Miscellaneous Project Expenses
Rotary Youth Leadership Award (RYLA)
Sub-Total

$2,140.00
$388.85
$693.75
$3,000.00
$12,430.26
$21,000.00
$62.50
$18.82
$39,734.18

Distributions
Agricultural Scholarship
Australian Rotary Health Research Fund
Bees and Honey Project
Bendigo Community Health Services
Bendigo Health - Appreciation to Staff
Bendigo Lacrosse Association
Bendigo MS Support Group
Bendigo Police - Appreciation to Members
Bendigo Writers Festival
Bendigo Youth Choir
BVSPS Student Award - 2018
Camp Getaway
Carols by Candlelight
Clontarf Foundation
Farm Relief Project
Friends of Bendigo Kilmore Rail Trail
Life on The Land - Drought Relief Appeal
Make a Wish/Fun Flights
National Youth Science Forum (NYSF)
Nepal Project
Rebuilding Samoa Project
Rescue Dog for Disadvantage Students
Rotary Craft Group
Rotary Foundation
Rotary Foundation - Polio Plus
Royce Abbey Award
RYLA District 9800
Soldiers Memorial Military Museum
Student Scholarship at Catholic College
The Science Experience
Youth Exchange Program

$2,000.00
$2,000.00
$36.35
$3,000.00
$600.00
$200.00
$1,372.00
$100.00
$1,500.00
$1,000.00
$50.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$250.00
$400.00
$900.00
$55,998.82
$300.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$4,000.00
$500.00
$1,195.00
$760.00
$200.00
$500.00
$172.73
$2,468.23

Funds remaining to be distributed
Total Club Project Account

2019-2020

$129,056.26

Total Club Project Account

$318.95
$129,056.26
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CONGRATULATIONS
RECOGNISING THE OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY THESE ROTARIANS
AND ROTARY FRIENDS
It has been an unusual year during which many of our usual activities have been
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
One of the club’s traditions has been the presentation of awards to worthy recipients
chosen by the Horizon Committee, during the annual changeover function.
This year it has been decided to present these awards later in the year, when
restrictions forced on us by the coronavirus have been relaxed to allow the club to
reconvene in person.
The restrictions at this time allowed only a few members to be present at the
changeover, while others participated via Zoom.
Paul Harris, age 28, soon after
he started practicing law in
Chicago in 1896.

MARGARET PAULSEN
2019-2020 PAUL HARRIS FELLOW SAPPHIRE

District Governor Grant Hocking presented this award to
Margaret Paulsen in recognition of her long-standing and
valuable participation in the Youth Exchange Program, on
behalf of District 9800 for over 30 years.
Margaret was inducted as a member of the Rotary Club
of Bendigo on 1 April 2008, by President Hugh Wheeler.
Margaret had been assisting her husband Ray Paulsen
for many years in his District and Club roles with the
Youth Exchange committees and this continued after
Margaret joined the club.
She and Ray worked as a team hosting 25 Youth
Exchange students, were counsellors for many others
and Country Coordinators for the Scandinavian countries
of Norway, Sweden and Denmark.
One of the earliest students who stayed with Margaret
and Ray, was Bill Wiggins from Oklahoma USA, who
joined the changeover meeting on Zoom to congratulate Margaret. He spoke of Margaret sharing her love, her home, her generosity and her
daily life with a young person with a different mindset.
Bill told us that Margaret had become an important part of his life and a family member, and that he is glad to be a part of the exceptional
work she has done and continues to do with Youth Exchange.
On behalf of the Rotary Club of Bendigo, I congratulate Margaret on this well-deserved award and hope that she will continue to be a valued
member of our club for many years to come.
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PAUL HARRIS FELLOWS
RECOGNISING THE OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY THESE ROTARIANS AND ROTARY FRIENDS.

Barry Ackerman
Malcolm Andrew #
Bruce Beasley #
Valerie Broad
Reg Brock #
Joy Bruce
Bruce Burns #
Colin Burns
Daniel Buttolph
Richard Cambridge **
Warren Cambridge #
John Cartwright (Sapphire)
Domenic Coia
Alan Cox #
Allan Dingle #
Brian Doherty
Ray Downey (Sapphire) #
Brian Figg
John Flood
John Gallagher
Bill Gray
Garry Gunnell (Sapphire)
Max Gunnell ** #
Andrew Hampton
Ken Hesse #
Noel Hobley
Clark Jeffrey #
George Jennings #
Warwick Johanson #
John Krakowiak (Sapphire)
Frank Lean
Neil McLean #
Geoff McLeod (Sapphire)
Bryan McMahon (Sapphire)

Jim Mahoney (Sapphire)
Charlie Martin (Sapphire) #
Dal Martin #
Bernie Masterson #
Cyril Michelsen **#
Ron Meurer #
Ian Monotti #
Hal Moors #
Violee Myers-Davey **#
Colin Nankervis (Sapphire)
Joe O’Sullivan #
Margaret Paulsen (Sapphire)
Ray Paulsen (Sapphire) #
Geoff Paynter **
Jack Paynting #
Barry Penna
Carol Penna **
Bruce Perrin (Sapphire) #
Frank Perrow #
Norm Phillips #
Karen Quinlan **
Ted Rankins (Sapphire)
Bruce Reid #
Glenn Reilly^
Kevin Reilly (Sapphire) #
Ron Rogers (Sapphire)
Des Samson
Eugene Sandner #
Keith Scarrott #
Cas Sens #
Ron Slattery #
Wayne Smith
Alan Spalding**
Murray Stapleton **

Jack Svanosio #
Joan Thomas # **
Robert Trethewey #
Tom Tweed #
Bob Vanstan #
Rosalie Vanstan
Daryl Watts
Hugh Wheeler (Sapphire)
Ron Wilkinson #
Bruce Williamson #
Larrie Winzar (Sapphire)
David Wilkinson**

# Deceased
** Non-Member
^By Operation Cleft

RAY DOWNEY AWARD
RECOGNISING THE EFFORTS OF A MEMBER OF FIVE YEARS OR LESS FOR OUTSTANDING ‘SERVICE ABOVE SELF’ AND PRESENTED BY THE FAMILY OF THE LATE RAY
DOWNEY.

Marshall Horne 2006-2007
Ian Shelton 2007-2008
Kaye Graves 2008-2009
Noel Hobley 2009-2010
Glenn Reilly 2010-2011

2019-2020

Joy Bruce 2011-2012
Tom Dobeli 2012-2013
Libby Hughes 2013-2014
Tabitha Abbott 2014-2015
Greg Galloway 2015-16

John Pemberton 2015-16
Julie Sloan 2017-18
Kim Lowe 2018-19
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AND INTRODUCING . . .
OFFICIALS 2019-2020
District Governor
(D9800)

Philip Archer
(RC Southbank}

Assistant Governor
(Goldfields North)

Ron Payne
(RC Eaglehawk)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President

Graeme Clarke

Vice President

Rod McDonald

Board Secretary

Daniela Ionescu

Treasurer

Garry Gunnell

Club Service

Noel Hobley

Community Service

Tom Dobeli

International Service

Megan O’Keefe

Youth Service

Joy Bruce

Rotary Foundation

Wayne Smith

Membership

Michael Pearson

President Elect

Tom Dobeli

Immediate Past President

Michael Pearson

Fundraising Think Tank

Peter Reading

2020-2021 PRESIDENT
GRAEME CLARKE

CLUB OFFICERS
Protection Officer/OHS Officer

Tom Dobeli

Association Secretary

Wayne Smith

Public Officer

Wayne Smith

Communications

Noel Hobley

2020-2021
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL
THEME
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